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SUMMARY This paper proposes a novel interaction technique to transfer data across various types of digital devices in uniform a manner and to allow specifying what kind of data should be sent. In our framework, when users tap multiple devices rhythmically, data corresponding to the rhythm (transfer type) are transferred from a device tapped in the first tap (source device) to the other (target device). It is easy to operate, applicable to a wide range of devices, and extensible in a sense that we can adopt new transfer types by adding new rhythms. Through a subjective evaluation and a simulation, we had a prospect that our approach would be feasible. We also discuss suggestions and limitation to implement the technique.
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1. Introduction

We are currently using various kinds of digital devices from small ones (e.g., smartphones, laptop PCs, tablet PCs, e-book readers, and smart watches) to big ones (e.g., desktop PCs, projectors, printers, scanners, and wall-size displays). In this situation, it is desirable that we could easily transfer data among devices by establishing ad-hoc network connections. Then, it will be convenient when switching projected devices by establishing ad-hoc network connections. This paper reports our initial trial to examine the feasibility of our proposal. Because our final goal is to support knowledge workers’ intellectual document work, we mainly assume a situation where a single person can comfortably work using multiple devices which are within hands reach of the person as our first step. Additionally, a security issue is not our current main concern, although we discuss it later in this paper.

As a main target field, we aim to support intensive document work such as research, investigation, or intellectual property management. In these human intellectual activities, people organize their ideas by spreading out many documents, shifting their attention across them, and frequently referring and comparing large amounts of sources [1], [2].

Currently, workers often perform such work using only a single digital device such as a desktop PC or a mobile tablet PC. However, different devices have different strengths and different weaknesses. There is no best single device. The use of a PC with a keyboard will be convenient to edit a document, but to read it, it is useful to use an eye-friendly and light-weight slate with an electronic paper panel [3]. It seems to us that the current work environment that people perform tasks only with a single device looks as if people cook dinner using a Swiss army knife, where it sacrifices the usability to give many functions in a small device. If we could smoothly and easily coordinate various digital devices, people would work comfortably and efficiently by selecting appropriate devices depending on the task or situation or by using multiple devices simultaneously.

To achieve such a future, it is desirable that people can transfer data among various devices in a uniform manner. When we concentrate on document work, we often do not want to look away from a point where we are reading or thinking. Therefore, our cross-device interaction technique should not heavily rely on vision. Additionally, the support of intensive document work requires diversified coordination styles, and then the system should allow specifying various transfer types.

In this research, we propose a novel cross-device interaction technique that enables uniform operation for various devices with different size and different OSs and that allows users to specify various transfer types in addition to a source device and target devices. This paper reports our initial trials to examine the feasibility of our proposal. Because our final goal is to support knowledge workers’ intellectual document work, we mainly assume a situation where a single person can comfortably work using multiple devices which are within hands reach of the person as our first step. Additionally, a security issue is not our current main concern, although we discuss it later in this paper.

This paper is a revised version of our previous one [4].
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2. Related Work

Until now, various user interface techniques for cross-device data transfer have been proposed. They are roughly divided into four types.

The first ones are techniques to connect desktop spaces visually in OS level and enable to transfer data using a GUI operation like a drag-and-drop user interface [5]–[7]. This operation is intuitive, but we must connect desktop spaces by arranging two devices in parallel [5], [7] or sliding a pen across multiple displays [6] before transferring data. Additionally, most of these techniques were developed to handle mobile devices. Since we must move devices to connect desktops, we cannot adopt these techniques for heavy devices or devices fixed to an environment. Moreover, it is difficult to implement a GUI interface across different OSs.

The second ones specify two devices by using special gestures such as moving devices closely each other [8], tossing devices [9], sliding a finger on a desk [10], moving a hand on a desk [11], and multi-user cooperative gestures [12]. They all provide an easy intuitive user interface. However, they need special sensors to detect the proximity or position of devices. Additionally, we cannot adopt most of these techniques to unmovable devices which cannot be held by hands.

The third ones point to multiple devices by using special devices such as pens with IDs [13], fingers [14], or special buttons [15]. They can be applied to unmovable devices. However, they need additional devices such as pens, buttons, or sensors to detect a fingerprint. Their implementation cost is not low. We cannot expect that a wide range of devices provide such devices or sensors in the future.

The fourth techniques use synchronous gestures to specify the connection of devices [16]. In these techniques, synchronous events across devices such as shaking devices [17], bumping devices [18], and pressing and releasing buttons [19], are used as key gestures to connect the devices. They can be easily implemented without using any special sensors or special devices. However, synchronous shaking and bumping gesture cannot be applied to heavy devices or fixed devices. Moreover, users usually cannot specify various transfer types because available gesture types are restricted. In actual, they are applied for restricted transfer types such as exchanging email addresses.

As we described above, previous approaches do not satisfy our requirements. They do not cover a wide range of devices or do not have the scalability to specify various kinds of transfer types.

3. Framework: Rhythm Tap Technique

3.1 Basic Framework

We consider a solution based on synchronous gestures because they are easy to operate and they do not require any additional devices or special sensors.

In addition, we develop our technique using a touch gesture because touch sensors on panels are now widely used and we can assume that much more devices will provide touch sensors in the future. Moreover, touch interaction can be applicable in various devices from small ones to large ones and from mobile ones to fixed ones. Therefore, our approach will be applicable to various types of devices.

However, as we described before, previous techniques of synchronous gestures have a problem that they do not allow specifying various transfer types. They transfer data based on a fact that same event occurred at different devices simultaneously. To specify various transfer types, we must allow adding new gesture types.

To give the variety of events to synchronous tapping, we expand a single tap to a sequence of taps on a temporal axis. In our framework, we connect devices if rhythmical taps occur across multiple devices and transfer data from the one tapped at the first tap to the other, where we call this rhythm tap technique.

We can think up large number of rhythmical tap patterns. This means that we can specify various transfer types using different rhythms. Our framework is also extensible in a sense that we can add new transfer types by adding new rhythmical tap patterns.

Figure 1 shows a simple example of this framework. Let’s consider the situation that tap events occurred with time $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$ in devices A, B, and A in this order. Let $L_1=T_2-T_1$ and $L_2=T_3-T_2$. If $|L_1-L_2|$ is small enough or $|L_2/L_1|$ is close to 1, then we consider this tap sequence is rhythmical and data corresponding to the rhythm are transferred from the device A to the device B.

Previous studies have observed or investigated what kind of gestures are performed for the interaction with multiple mobile devices or multiple displays [20]–[22]. However, we cannot find any description on rhythmical tappy patterns across devices. Since rhythmical taps do not seem to be an intuitive user interface, we must consider why we adopt the rhythm tap technique for data transfer.

First, almost all people can tap rhythmically for multiple devices, if the rhythm is not complex. Everybody can tap simple rhythms easily. This means they can easily specify transferring data among devices.

Second, it is difficult to perform rhythmical taps with other people. Let’s think about the case of playing music. It is difficult to play a session with those who do not have an intention to cooperate with other people. This means it is difficult to steal data by breaking into other people’s rhythm.
mical session intentionally. We can expect users can control the speed of rhythmical taps to prevent from being stolen data.

Third, if there is a conductor and people have an intention to cooperate with others under the conductor, they can perform rhythmical taps together easily. This means users can transfer data to multiple users at the same time. 

For example, let’s consider a situation that a presenter wants to send a file to all audiences in a meeting. In this case, the presenter may become a conductor, decide a rhythmical tap sequence (e.g., T₁T₂T₃ of Fig. 1), assign conductor’s taps (e.g., T₁ and T₃ of Fig. 1) and audiences’ taps (e.g., T₂ of Fig. 1), and perform rhythmical taps with audiences by keeping rhythm as a conductor. Then the presenter’s file will be sent to audiences’ devices. This means our framework can be used for one-to-many data transfer.

Finally, as we described before, rhythms are diversified. We can create innumerable new rhythmical tap sequences on a temporal axis. This means our framework can cope with various transfer types.

3.2 Use Scenario

In our framework, all digital devices used in the framework must be registered in the server in advance. Each device sends messages when tap events occur as shown in Fig. 2. If the server detects a registered rhythm tap pattern, the server sends a message to the source device, and the source device sends the corresponding data to the target device.

We show an example of the use scenario in intensive document work. When you are working in a laptop PC, you may find a document that you want to read deeply. In such a case, when you rhythmically tap the laptop PC and a thin electronic paper device, the document is sent to the electronic paper device (Fig. 2 (A)). Then you can read the document comfortably with holding it with the light device. If you send another file to another electronic paper device, you can easily layout the documents to compare information of different sources.

If you want to search on a Web about a word of the document, you select the word and rhythmically tap the reading electronic paper device and a tablet device with another rhythm. Then the selected text is sent to the tablet (Fig. 2 (B)) and Web search is performed using the text on it. You can easily refer to information without hiding the reading document.

Electronic paper devices are light and easy to handle while reading, but their page drawing is slow and it is difficult to jump to far distant pages [3]. In such a case, you can use a smartphone as a controller of electronic paper devices. When you find a desired page in the smartphone using an overview or quick scroll function, and when you rhythmically tap the smartphone and the electronic paper device, then the document and the page number are sent to the electronic paper device (Fig. 2 (C)). In this case, you can jump to other pages in the electronic paper device using the smartphone as a page navigation controller.

3.3 Overview of Studies

In our study, we focus on examining feasibility of our framework rather than implementation. We also focus on a user interface technique to specify what to transfer (i.e. transfer type) from a source device to target devices. Additionally, we have not decided how to assign rhythm patterns to ways of coordination. Our current concern is in how we can precisely detect intended rhythmical taps without detecting unintended spontaneous tap sequences.

We explored how to establish our framework in the following four steps. In the remaining of this paper, we introduce our studies in this order.

1. **Selecting rhythmical tap sequences.** We must understand what kind of rhythmical taps are preferred or easy to operate. We conducted subjective evaluation of rhythmical taps and selected some of them that seemed to be reasonable as instruction methods when transferring data.

2. **Collecting rhythmical tap patterns.** Users cannot perform rhythmical taps precisely. To understand the distribution of the accidental errors, we collected users’ actual data of rhythmical taps.

3. **Creating detecting method.** We considered how to detect rhythmical taps based on the analysis of the users’ actual rhythmical taps.

4. **Assessing the possibility of false detection.** If the detecting method detects many false detections, that is, if it detects users’ spontaneous tap sequences by chance frequently, this method cannot be used in real world. Therefore, we conducted a simulation to check how many false detections occurred in our daily situation.

4. **Step 1: Rhythmical Tap Sequences**

To understand preference or easiness to operate of rhythmical taps, we conducted a subjective evaluation. The participants were 15 people (13 men, 2 women). Their ages were from 22 to 26 (avg. 23.8).

We selected 99 rhythmical taps, where the tap count of each rhythm was less than six. They are systematically selected with considering some features of rhythms such as tap
counts of dominant hand, the count of pause, and successive tap counts.

The participants evaluated each rhythmical taps in five-point scaling for four evaluation items: easiness to tap in specified speed (the interval of taps was 150 ms)\(^1\), easiness to tap in a high speed, easiness to memorize, and friendliness.

Figure 3 is a sample of the evaluation sheets. As the notation of rhythms, “A” stands for a tap by a dominant hand, “B” stands for a tap by a non-dominant hand, “C” stands for a tap by both hands, and “-” stands for a pause. For example, the tap timing of “ABA-C” is depicted in Fig. 3.

For each rhythmical tap sequence, at first, the participants heard the rhythmical sequence as a sound created by a system with the specified speed on a Surface Pro 3. Next, they actually tapped it using their both hands on a desk without using any digital devices. People often cause errors when tapping rhythms quickly and we want to understand how people can easily tap rhythms in high speed. We required the participants to tap the rhythm in high speed. In this case, they were encouraged to tap it as fast as possible. Finally, they responded to the four evaluation items.

We evaluated rhythmical taps by average scores of the four evaluation items. Table 1 shows top 12 rhythms. We selected top eight rhythms (ABAB, ABA, ABAB, AB-AB, AB-C, AB-A, ABA-A, and AAB). Moreover, we added three rhythms (AB-B, ABA-C, and ABB) by considering the symmetry of both hands. ABB was ranked in 22 and its average score was 4.55.

From this analysis, we obtained following findings that work as suggestions to create user friendly rhythmical tap sequences.

- Consecutive taps of a single tap (i.e., A or B) and simultaneous taps (i.e., C) are difficult to tap. That is, tap sequences of AC, BC, CA, or CB are difficult to tap.
- A tap sequences is preferred if it includes a pause (i.e., “-”). However, if it includes consecutive two pauses (i.e., “--”), it is not preferred. We think that is because it is difficult to express two pauses which can be easily differentiated from a single pause.
- Simultaneous taps (i.e., C) are preferred if there is a pause before them. That is, the tap sequence “-C” is preferred.

### 5. Step 2: Collecting Rhythmical Tap Patterns

To collect users’ actual rhythmical taps, we asked participants to tap rhythms in various conditions.

**Method** The experimental design was a four-way factorial design.

The first factor was the directions of display surfaces with two levels: Horizontal and Vertical. We used Microsoft Surface Pro 3 as a tapping device. Participants were sitting on a chair. In the Horizontal condition, we detached a keyboard and put the device on a table horizontally. In this situation, they are tapping a horizontal panel slouchingly. In the Vertical condition, we put the display surface vertically by using the setup stand of the back of the device. In this situation, participants were tapping on vertical panel with their back ramrod-straight.

The second factor was rhythms with eleven levels: ABA, AAB, ABB, ABAB, AB-A, AB-B, AB-C, ABABA, ABA-A, ABA-C, and AB-AB. They all are selected in the previous section.

The third factor was hands of the first taps with two levels: Regular and Reverse. In the Regular condition, they start rhythmical taps with their dominant hand. In the Reverse condition, they start rhythmical taps with their non-dominant hand.

The fourth factor was speeds with four levels: Preferred, Slow, Fast, and Specified. In the Preferred speed, they tapped rhythmically with a speed they like. In the Slow speed, they tapped intentionally slowly. In the Fast speed, they tapped as fast as possible. In the Specified speed, at first they heard the taps in a specified speed (the interval of taps was 150ms) as a sound, and next they tapped at the same speed.

\(^1\)It is nearly equal to 100 BPM on 16-beat of drums, which is a major rhythm in pop music.
The participants were 15 people (13 men, 2 women). Their ages were from 22 to 26 (avg. 23.6). They were all right-handed. All participants tapped rhythmical taps in all conditions. The order of conditions for each participant was randomized. The participants tapped on the panel of Microsoft Surface Pro 3 (Windows 8.1). We used our own application to save tap logs. In this application, the right area was colored in red and the left area was colored in blue. The participants tapped the red area with their right hand (i.e., dominant hand) and tapped the blue area with their left hand (i.e., non-dominant hand), as shown in Fig. 4. In each condition, they tapped each rhythm at least five times. All tap events were saved in logs with timestamps.

An experimenter instructed the condition of tapping each time. The participants pushed a start button at first, and then tapped a given rhythmical tap sequence.

**Notation** Before discussing results of rhythmical taps, we explain notations. A tap is expressed as $T_i$ as shown in Fig. 5. A tap $T_i$ is also used as the time when the tap event occurred. To express a device name of $T_i$, we use a notation of device($T_i$). $L_i$ denotes the time interval between $T_i$ and $T_{i+1}$ (i.e., $T_{i+1} - T_i$).

**Results** We collected 9,717 rhythmical taps from the all participants. We removed rhythmical taps that the participants seemed to misunderstand the condition of tapping, e.g., tap count was different from that of a given tap sequence. We also removed outliers that one of the intervals of a tap sequence was outside the three standard deviations. As a result, we obtained 8,728 valid rhythmical taps.

Next, we analyzed the order of right taps and left taps. As a result, 8,678 rhythmical taps (99.4% for the valid ones) were correct ones, where the order of the right taps and the left taps was correct. There was no significant difference between conditions of all factors. For example, regarding the rhythms, the correct rate was the highest in the AB-C (100.0%) and the lowest in the ABAB (98.9%), but the difference was not significant. Regarding the speed factor, the correct rate was the highest in the Slow (99.5%) and the lowest in the Fast (99.3%), but the difference was not significant.

We can consider that the participants could tap rhythms in all conditions correctly enough. This indicates that our approach of rhythm tap technique works well as a user interface to transfer data.

We analyzed the correct 8,678 rhythmical taps (5.16 per condition and per participant) to determine the algorithm to detect rhythmical taps.

The tapping speed was fastest in the Fast, the Specified, the Preferred, and the Slow, in this order. According to one-way repeated ANOVA, the effect of the speed was significant ($F(3,56)=2.76$, $p<.001$). The average intervals of the first two taps were 115.4, 139.2, 217.1, and 391.6 ms in these conditions respectively.

Next, we focus attention on the length of a pause. We found that the participants took time for pauses relatively for a long time. Figure 6 compares the length of the first interval ($L_1$) and the second interval ($L_2$) of AB-A in the regular tapping. Ideally, $L_2$ is a double of $L_1$ in all conditions, i.e., $L_2/L_1=2$. However, the values of $L_2/L_1$ were 3.63, 3.03, 2.23, and 2.17 in the Fast, the Specified, the Preferred, and the Slow, respectively. The participants tended to take longer time for a pause more than the theoretical length, and this tendency is more prominent when they tap fast.

We think that they took a longer break to emphasize the existence of a pause. It is a kind of deformation. If tap speed is fast, the length of tap intervals is hard to be recognized. Therefore, it might need a longer break to show the existence of a pause.

People’s rhythmical taps are far from ideal ones and are not determined systematically based on the mathematical proportional relation. Considering this fact, to detect rhythmical taps, we cannot assume that people tap rhythms
precisely. We must determine how much degree we should accept the fluctuation of each tap according to rhythms.

6. Step 3: Detecting Method

Next, we consider how to detect rhythmical taps with considering the fluctuation of people’s actual taps. In other words, we must find out an algorithm that discriminates whether a tap sequence is rhythmical or not.

Let’s begin with considering simultaneous taps. The third tap and the fourth tap of AB-C must be tapped simultaneously ideally, and the fourth tap and the fifth tap of ABA-C must be also tapped simultaneously. Analyzing the difference of these participants’ simultaneous taps, the upper 95% limit was 46.3ms ($D_{max}$). Therefore, we consider that two taps are tapped simultaneously if the time difference of these taps is less than this value.

Regarding the time interval of the first two taps of all rhythms, the lower 95% limit was 47.0ms ($S_{min}$) and the upper 95% limit was 451.3ms ($S_{max}$). If first two taps occur within this time interval (i.e. $S_{min} \leq L_1 \leq S_{max}$), new rhythmical taps might start from the two taps.

To detect rhythmical taps, we assume that all tap events have a device name and time. To consider a tap sequence as a rhythmical one, we use two criteria: the validity of devices and the validity of intervals.

Regarding the validity of devices, we check the order of tapped devices. For example, in rhythm ABA, the device of the first tap is different from the device of the second tap and is the same as the device of the third tap. That is, if a tap sequence of ABA is $T_1T_2T_3$, device($T_1$) $\neq$ device($T_2$) and device($T_1$) = device($T_3$).

Regarding the validity of intervals, we check the length of intervals between taps. We estimate $L_2$, $L_3$, and $L_4$ based on $L_1$. Table 2 shows estimation formulas for each rhythm obtained from the data of the previous section based on a single regression analysis.

If actual $L_2$, $L_3$, and $L_4$ are contained in the 95% prediction interval calculated by the estimation formulas and standard errors, we considered the tap sequence as a rhythmical one. The lower bound and the upper bound of the 95% prediction interval are calculated as $y_0 - 1.96 \cdot SE$ and $y_0 + 1.96 \cdot SE$, where $y_0$ is an estimation value and $SE$ is the standard error.

The criteria to judge if a tap sequence is rhythmical or not are different for every rhythm. We present just one example. Regarding ABA-C, a tap sequence $T_1T_2T_3T_4T_5$ is considered as a rhythmical one, if these taps satisfy the following requirements.

- The validity of devices: device($T_1$) $\neq$ device($T_2$), device($T_1$) = device($T_3$), device($T_2$) $\neq$ device($T_4$) and (device($T_1$) = device($T_2$) or device($T_1$) = device($T_3$)).
- The validity of the first interval: $S_{min} \leq L_1 \leq S_{max}$.
- The validity of the second interval: Letting $[min_2$, $max_2]$ be 95% prediction interval of $L_2$ based on $L_1$ in ABA-C, $T_3$ is contained in $[T_2 + min_2$, $T_2 + max_2]$.
- The validity of the third interval: Letting $[min_3$, $max_3]$ be 95% prediction interval of $L_3$ based on $L_1$ in ABA-C, $T_4$ is contained in $[T_3 + min_3$, $T_3 + max_3]$.
- The validity of the final simultaneous taps: $0 \leq L_4 \leq D_{max}$.

We implemented this algorithm and tried to detect rhythmical taps for the actual rhythmical taps collected in the previous experiment. As a result, this algorithm covered 84.15% of the participants’ actual rhythmical taps.

7. Step 4: Possibility of False Detection

Next, we present a simulation to assess how many false detections occurred in a “natural” work situation.

We made a model of this “natural” work situation based on event logs of PC operations in our previous study [23]. This study was conducted for eight office workers of an intellectual property department, where most of their work was performed on PCs and they were heavy PC users. In the analysis, we considered that the participants’ continuous PC work ended if any mouse or keyboard operation was not performed for more than two minutes. On average, they used PCs 11.70 times and for 3 hours 27 minutes a day in total. Each duration time of continuous PC use was 17.68 minutes. Clicks were performed 3.86 times per minute.

We create a model of our simulation based on the basic data of the previous study. In our simulation model, we assumed that all persons worked using five digital devices.

Table 2  Estimation of $L_2$, $L_3$, and $L_4$ based on $L_1$ for each rhythm. The values of the parentheses are standard errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhythm</th>
<th>Estimation of $L_2$</th>
<th>Estimation of $L_3$</th>
<th>Estimation of $L_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>$0.91 L_1 + 37.2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(52.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB</td>
<td>$1.03 L_1 + 7.1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(40.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>$0.85 L_1 + 43.7$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(37.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABAB</td>
<td>$0.96 L_1 + 14.1$</td>
<td>$0.95 L_1 - 10.6$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(27.0)</td>
<td>(25.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-A</td>
<td>$1.54 L_1 + 183.0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(89.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-B</td>
<td>$1.48 L_1 - 195.9$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(80.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-C</td>
<td>$1.45 L_1 + 207.9$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(92.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABABA</td>
<td>$0.93 L_1 + 22.5$</td>
<td>$0.97 L_1 - 0.5$</td>
<td>$0.92 L_1 + 36.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(28.0)</td>
<td>(21.6)</td>
<td>(34.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA-A</td>
<td>$0.97 L_1 + 28.0$</td>
<td>$1.54 L_1 + 166.5$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(27.2)</td>
<td>(76.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA-C</td>
<td>$0.95 L_1 + 34.1$</td>
<td>$1.44 L_1 + 170.0$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(27.6)</td>
<td>(86.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-AB</td>
<td>$1.59 L_1 + 146.5$</td>
<td>$0.95 L_1 + 0.3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(63.0)</td>
<td>(22.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Results of simulation to measure how many false detections occur in a work situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhythms</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>1653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABAB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>3390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABABA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA-A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB-AB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Discussion

8.1 Application Fields

In the simulation to assess the possibility of false detection, we confirmed that our initial algorithm to realize the rhythm tap technique practically works well in a small group. However, this does not mean that it is secure. Rather, since there is a possibility that it causes unintentional data transfer in daily use, it is not desirable to adopt our framework to transfer highly-confidential data which are not definitely allowed to be transferred incorrectly.

However, there are some situations that such high security is not required. Personal intellectual activity is one of such examples. Rather, the strength of our framework is light-weight and convenient, that is, it is easy to operate, easy to implement with low cost, applicable to various devices, and extensible in adding new transfer types. The proposed framework will be effective in data transfer where rigid security is not required.

Our framework in current level can be used in a small group (less than ten persons). To limit the use of the framework to a small group, devices must be registered to a server in advance. Or we can register devices temporarily in a tentative group such as attendee of a meeting. As a way to register devices or as a way to create a tentative group, we can also adopt our rhythm tap technique again.

For example, we can temporarily register multiple devices in a same group by tapping the same rhythm together at the beginning of meetings or other gatherings. In this case, relatively long rhythms would be better to prevent from false detection for creating a group. Moreover, well-known and easy-to-tap rhythms would be better so that everybody can understand the rhythm and can avoid mistapping. In this case, tapping the same rhythm may also work as a way to bring a sense of togetherness and work as ice-breaking for a meeting.

To improve the security of our framework without restricting within a small group, we can provide two more alternative solutions. First, if we use long rhythms to transfer data, the false detection rate will decrease and our framework will become safer. Second, if we tap rhythms quickly, it is difficult for other people to break into the rhythmic tap session. This means that, by controlling the speed of rhythmic taps, we can reduce the risk that other people steal the data intentionally.

8.2 Future Work and Remaining Challenges

To check the validity of time intervals of a tap sequence, we predicted second and further tap intervals based on the first interval by using a single regression analysis. It is a very simple prediction method. We can adopt more accurate prediction method. Or we can adopt a discrimination analysis to detect rhythms by looking at whole taps simultaneously, not looking at each tap one-by-one like the method of this...
paper. Trying to adopt such advanced methods, we expect that false detections would become fewer and our framework would become safer. In this paper, it is meaningful that we could have a prospect that our framework could work well by using even a simple prediction method.

To implement this framework, we need verifying it does not cause the increase of network traffic.

The proposed framework can be extended to detect collaborative rhythmical taps of one-to-many data transfer. However, it seems difficult to tap rhythmically with other people together. Therefore, we might need to lower the threshold to detect rhythmical taps if the system anticipates collaborative tapping. Additionally, it might be desirable that the system should give feedback to users whether their taps were too fast or too slow when they failed in collaborative rhythmical taps.

We must also think about user type. All participants in our experiments were in their 20’s and they were all right-handed. We need gathering more diversified people including children, elder people, and left-handed people. Moreover, the preference of rhythms is strongly dependent on the culture. A rhythm preferred in one culture might be error-prone in other cultures. We must consider such a cultural aspect to implement the framework in a practical level. Additionally, investigation of cultural difference for preferred rhythms or easy-to-tap rhythms is also an interesting research theme.

Finally, we discuss the limitation of our framework. The rhythm tap technique can be applied to all devices that allow tapping, but we cannot apply this framework to a device refusing tapping such as a fragile device or a cup with water in it.

Additionally, our current framework is customized to a situation where a single person taps multiple devices which are within hands reach. To transfer data among distant devices or remote devices, we need other frameworks. Collaborative tapping of multiple users is a simple solution. For a single person to transfer data among distant devices, we can consider a framework that allows a time lag of rhythmical taps. For example, to send data among distant devices, we can allow that a user rhythmically taps in a source device and taps the same rhythm in a target device later within a certain short period of time.

9. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel user interface technique to specify transferring data across digital devices. In this framework, users specify what to transfer from a source device to target devices by tapping multiple devices rhythmically.

In the first experiment, we conducted a subjective evaluation of rhythmical taps and selected 11 rhythms. In the second experiment, we collected participants’ actual rhythmical taps for the 11 rhythms. By analyzing the logs of rhythmical taps, we set up a reasonable method to detect rhythmical taps. In this method, false detection did not occur frequently (at most once in a week) in a small group of people (less than ten people) for rhythms including four or more taps. Although it remains many challenges to make this framework practical, we had a prospect that it could be effective in a small group use in a situation where high security is not required. Additionally, we obtained some practical suggestions to implement the framework of the rhythm tap technique.

As the future work, we need improving our algorithm by using more sophisticated prediction methods or discrimination analysis. Additionally, we need implementing this framework in real devices and comparing the effectiveness with other cross-device interaction techniques.
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